
	

	

	
	 	  

What happened	

ANNEX 3 

Intercultural misunderstandings - case study 
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Case study No 1 

Tom, from Canada calls up his friend from Kenya and arrange a meeting at a certain hour. Tom is on time but 
his friend is not and he leaves feeling disappointed because no one showed up. Two hours later Tom receives 
a call from his very angry friend because he is at the meeting place and Tom is not.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Case study No 2 

Swede Olle makes the students exchange in the Ukraine, lives in a dorm and have their own room. Next week 
he has an exam, so every day is repeated material. His Ukrainian friends in the dorm are organizing the party. 
They have invited him already, but he refused. Now he is learning, sitting at his desk. He left the door to his 
room open to ventilate it. Suddenly Sasha - Ukrainian student enters the room, sits down and asks Olle to join 
the party. Olle refuses again, but the Ukrainian does not quite. Olle is angry, looks at the book and says 
nothing. Ukrainian after a while, gives up, says that Olle is overworked and boring. Olle decides to move out 
of  the dorm. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Case study No 3 

Mr. Hue, businessman from Vietnam comes to the German office. He  has been  living in Germany already for  
several years and speaks German fluently. That day he wants to submit some  important documents which 
should be taken by Mr. Schmidt. The folder is full of documents. Mr. Schmidt looks at them and notes that 
some important documents are missing. He angrily informs about that Mr. Hue and at the same time is  
thinking about the  consequences of this neglect and the  time needed to fill the documentation. Mr. Hue 
begins to smile broadly.  The  joyful mood of Mr. Hue makes Mr. Schmidt surprised and even more angry. He 
cannot understand why in  such a serious moment Mr. Hue behaves as if he  doesn’t feel any guilt. 

 Case study No 4 



	

	

	
	 	  

What happened	

One of the biggest  import companies in the United States teamed up with a Chinese production company. 
The American managers went to negotiate contract terms to Beijing. After a sumptuous welcoming lunch 
organized by the hosts they started negotiations. After several hours, the Chinese agree to the price of the 
product, and other conditions. The  Americans are leaving the meeting satisfied and  intending to complete 
few formalities necessary to sign the contract. 

After returning home, they receive an email with question about the price. It is different than the one agreed at 
the meeting. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Case study No 5 

Julia, the girl from Netherlands flew to work as a volunteer in Poland. At the airport she met Piotr, a 
representative of the Polish host organisation. Shortly after the greeting, during which he kissed her hand, he 
took her suitcase and a backpack to bring to the car. Julia did not want to agree to this and insisted that she 
will carry her luggage herself. At the exit door Piotr tried to pass her first. Julia was offended. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Case study No 6 

Ahmet from Egypt visits his German friend in Berlin. After welcoming Thomas asks him, if he is hungry and 
wants to eat something. Ahmet refuses and the friends start conversation. In a while Thomas repeats the 
question regarding food and drinks. Ahmet refuses again. After few hours Ahmet leaves Thomas home 
hungry and angry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case study No 7 



	

	

	
	 	  

What happened	

Joanna, a member of the Swedish organization working with refugees, likes her job and looks at refugees as  
people wronged by fate and poor. She wants to help them. One day a man  came to her office. He said he 
needs help. He looked like a typical Swede and nothing pointed that he may be a refugee or an immigrant. In 
addition Joanna noticed that he is very well dressed, had an expensive watch and elegant-looking shoes. On 
this view she was outraged, because she could not understand how such a rich man dares to use the help 
offered by the organization. Without any questions and discussion she said that there is no space for new 
beneficiaries and advised him to turn to another organization. The Russian man came out, surprised at her 
rude behavior.  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Annex 3a  

Intercultural misunderstandings - case study (answers for facilitator) 

 

Case study No 1 

Canada belong to monochronic culture when Kenya to polychronic type of culture. In Canada punctuality is 
valued and people fallow the schedule. Even for meetings with friends there is delimited time and very often 
you arrange the meeting between your other activities. Coming on time is kind of respect to time of other 
person. In Kenya the time is flexible. You can arrange the meetings in the evening and be sure, that your 
friends will wait for you. Relations are very important, especially with the family and friends and you can be 
sure, that everyone will give so much time, as you need and expect. Delay is normal habit and no one is 
offend because of waiting for someone.  

Case study No 2 

This is example of meeting people from high context and low context culture.  Olle represents the low context 
culture, where people directly communicate their feelings and needs and no means no. In the Ukraine, which 
belongs to high context culture, refusing of participation in the event is not explicit with your feelings and 
thoughts. It can be interpreted as a shyness or just a game to repeat the invitation. Sometimes is even 
expected to refuse one or twice to in the end accept the invitation. Also in Sweden the room is the private 
space and no one can come in without invitation, when in the Ukraine open door are the message "my home 
is open for you and you are welcome to come in any time you want".  

We can also look into this case as the meeting of people from task-oriented culture and relationship-oriented 
culture. Olle is focused on the task, which is the exam and study and has no time to party and friends, when in 
the Ukraine relationships are much more important than the task. Even if you are busy you will find the time 
for friends.  

Case study No 3 



	

	

	
	 	  

What happened	

This case is not connected with previously known dimensions, but shows different meaning and interpretation 
the same behaviors. 

The act of smiling is not as universal in culture and the amount people smile is culturally-influenced rather 
than directly related to their level of happiness with life. Smiling in the United States is usually a sign of 
happiness and confidence as well as an effort to build rapport. In Germany, people often smile when they are 
happy or when something really funny takes place but you may find they do not smile quite as much as their 
counterparts in United States. Meanwhile, in many Asian cultures, as Vietnam, smiling is often a signal that 
they are embarrassed or uncomfortable. 

Non-smiling cultures have occasionally tried to raise their smile game to change the way they come across. 

Ahead of the Beijing Olympics, the Chinese authorities were keen to get more people to smile. Their approach 
encouraged Olympic stewards to clench a chopstick between their teeth in order to develop their smile 
muscles. Russian border guards were also instructed to be less intimidating and more smiling in an effort to 
be more welcoming to visitors. The French tourist authorities also occasionally attempt similar measures. 

Case study No 4 

This case shows the meeting of people from task-oriented culture and relationship-oriented culture. For 
Americans managers was obvious that the agreement can be made during the first meeting, while for the 
Chinese partners it was only the introduction to the further cooperation. The way to make a deal in China is 
very long and first you have to win their trust. In the same time to build the good relation is not polite to refuse 
our partners, especially during the first meeting. That can be affront and the end of the cooperation. From that 
reason Chinese agree to the proposed conditions of the agreement and was sure, that the negotiation will be 
continue in the future. They showed, that they are open for the cooperation.   

Case study No 5 

Poland is an example of ceremonial culture, when Netherlands belongs rather to non ceremonial culture. 
Kissing the women's hand (only by man) was in the past traditional way of greetings and showing respect to 
her. Also the way of showing respect for the women is carrying her suitcase, backpack, packages and 
opening the door and pass her first. In Polish culture man should take care about women and be a gentleman, 
serve her in need. Dutch society is not so ceremonial and equal rights for man and women are valued. 
Women has the same rights and possibilities as a man and doesn't need special treatment, like opening the 
door or taking her luggage, which even can be interpreted as offense and attempt to put her in the lower 
position (compared to man). 

Case study No 6 

This is example of meeting people from high context and low context culture.  Thomas represents the low 
context culture, where people directly communicate their feelings and needs and no means no. In Egypt, 
which belongs to high context culture, you need to read between the lines and think about the unexpressed 
need of the person. It's rude to ask about the food in the home of stranger even, if you are hungry. In the 
same time in Egypt guests are welcome and without any question you should share with them food and 
drinks. It's a part of the 'hospitality culture'.  



	

	

	
	 	  

What happened	

Case study No 7 

In this situation we can see the 'crash' of ceremonial and non ceremonial culture. In Sweden there is no dress 
code, especially in the nongovernmental organisations. The business casual dress code is reserved for official 
meetings and parties. In the meanwhile in Russia is common, if not obligatory to dress the best clothes for the 
official meeting, especially with public services. The person can spend last money for the clothes or borrow it 
from friends or family. Dressing jeans and t-shirt is recognizing as a disrespect.   

We can also analyze this case through the image of refugees which we have: a poor person, without money 
and goods asking for the help. Often we cannot see, that the material situation of the people can be different 
and money are not enough to integrate in the society. 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

 

 

 


